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Summary

A deterministic model was used to optimize mating structures for
closed nucleus breeding schemes for beef cattle.
The
model
has
been
validated by stochastic simulation.
It adjusts for the effects of linkage
disequilibrium, inbreeding, and population size and structure. Ranking of
alternative mating
structures
(number of progeny/dam and dams/sire)
differed appreciably between unadjusted and adjusted response predictions
and also among adjusted response predictions
over various
planning
horizons. Choices among alternative mating structures based on unadjusted
predictions of response can be misleading. Mating structures with higher
selection intensity were optimal for short planning horizons, large herd
sizes, and high initial heritability levels.
Results also indicate that
there is substantial flexibility as regards mating structures that yield
within 5% of the maximum discounted cumulative response.
Comparisons among
alternative breeding schemes should focus on contrasting possible selection
responses from optimized schemes rather than arbitrarily constructed
schemes.
Introduction

Since the landmark paper by Land and Hill (1975) the use of multiple
ovulation and embryo transfer (MOET) to increase rates of genetic progress
has been elaborated for beef cattle (e.g. Gearheart et. al, 1989), dairy
cattle (e.g. Nicholas and Smith, 1983) and sheep (Smith, 1986).
Computer
simulation studies have reported response rates substantially lower than
simple theoretical predictions (e.g. Juga and Maki-Tanila, 1987; Ruane and
Thompson, 1988). Deterministic models have been developed that account for
the major factors known to be reducing selection response.
The purpose of
this paper is to use the deterministic model developed'' by Keller et al.
(1990a) to optimize mating structures for closed nucleus breeding schemes
for beef cattle.
Sensitivity of optimal mating structures to changes in
planning horizon, herd size, and heritability is also examined.
Methods
Briefly, the deterministic model developed by Keller et a l . (1990a)
predicts additive genetic variance in each generation of a selection
program with non-overlapping generations adjusting for the effects of
linkage disequilibrium, inbreeding and finite population size.
Predictions
of inbreeding rates were adjusted for selection and population structure.
Predictions
of
realized
selection
differentials
were
adjusted
for
population size and structure.
Index selection of both males and females
based on own, full-sib, and paternal half-sib records at 1 year of age was
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assumed. This model has been validated by stochastic simulation (Keller et
al . f 1990b).
Given
a
fixed
technical
efficiency
for producing progeny per
superovulation (ET rate), to increase the number of progeny per donor dam
and
thus
increase
female
selection
intensities
requires
repeated
superovulations (flushes) of donor cows. Progeny were produced as a single
cohort and it was assumed that each additional flush increased the
generation interval by 1.5 mo. or .125 yr (generation interval with one
flush was 2 yr) .
A heirarchical mating structure was assumed with no
restriction on full-sib or half-sib selections because for beef cattle as
opposed to dairy cattle all animals (males and females) have individual
records. With no restriction on the selection of sibs, cross-classified
mating structures as suggested by Woolliams (1989) are not expected to be
of benefit.
The mating
structure parameters
to be
optimized were
progeny/dam and dams/sire.
The criterion* for optimization was maximum
discounted cumulative response over a fixed number of generations of
selection (planning horizon) as per James (1972). The annual discount rate
was set to 5%.
For comparison, a standard set of system parameters was
defined as the following values: planning horizon-10 generations, herd size
(progeny per generation)—480, ET rate-4 progeny per flush for all selected
cows, initial heritability-.30 and no inbreeding depression. The effect of
individually varying planning horizons, herd sizes, and heritability levels
on optimum mating structures (defined by progeny/dam and dams/sire) and the
range
in mating structures yielding 95% of the maximum discounted
cumulative response was examined.
Results
For the standard system parameters, rank correlations of discounted
unadjusted response with discounted adjusted response over 1, 5, 10, and 20
generations for alternative mating structures encompassing all possible
(i.e. sires/generation >1) pairings of 4 to 28 progeny/dam with 1 to 60
dams/sire were .89, .81, .49, and -.33, respectively.
These results
indicate that failure to adjust response predictions results in misranking
of alternative mating structures. The severity of misranking is increased
as the planning horizon is extended. Detailed results are summarized in
Table 1.
For the standard system parameters, the optimal mating structure
consisted of 16 progeny/dam (requiring 4 flushes with ET rate-4) and 6
dams/sire yielding an average selection differential of 1.91 ap unitg .
Ranges in mating structures yielding at least 95% of the maximum discounted
cumulative response were 12 to 24 progeny/dam and from 3 to 19 dams/sire.
Shortening the planning horizon (5 rather than 10 generations) favored
schemes with higher selection intensity as shown by the increase in optimal
progeny/dam from 16 to 24.
The 95% range in progeny/dam shows that with
shorter planning horizon discounted response is less sensitive to changes
in mating structure.
The converse is true for longer planning horizons (20
gen.). Results for the range in herd sizes examined show that larger herds
allow more intense selection and are less sensitive to changes in mating
structures. For the range in heritabilities examined results indicate that
as heritability increases optimum mating structures are those with more
intense selection. Sensitivity of discounted response to changes in mating
structures is slightly decreased as heritability increases.
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Table 1.
Optimum mating structures, sires per generation (sires) and
average selection differential (ASD) as well as the range in mating
structures yielding 95% of maximum response as affected by alternative
system parameters.
________________ _______________________________________
System
parameters

Optimal values
progeny/dam dams/sire sires

95% range
ASD

Standard^-

16

6

5

1.91

12-24

3-19

Planning horiz on
5 gen.

24

6

3.3

2.08

16-40

2-17

12

6

6.7

1.78

8-16

3-14

16

4

3.8

1.82

12-24

2-10

16

10

6

2.01

12-24

4-34

20

3

8

1.87

12-32

2-10

16

10

3

2.00

8-24

3-30

20 gen.
Herd size
240
960
Heritability
.10
.50

Standard system parameters are:planning horizon-10 gen., herd size-480
(progeny per gen.), heritability-.30, ET rate-4 progeny per flush for all
selected cows and no inbreeding depression. Annual discount rate-5%
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Discussion

For the closed nucleus beef cattle schemes modelled here, ranking of
alternative mating structures differed appreciably between unadjusted and
adjusted response predictions and also among adjusted response predictions
over various planning horizons. We conclude that choices among alternative
mating structures based on unadjusted predictions of .response can be
seriously misleading and that conclusions as to optimal mating structures
are sensitive to changes in planning horizon. For large populations in
which inbreeding effects can be safely ignored, rankings among alternative
mating structures based on one generation predictions of response may be
sufficiently precise as concluded by Wray and Hill (1989).
In general,
mating structures with higher selection intensity were optimal for short
planning horizons, large herd sizes, and high initial heritability levels.
Results also indicate that there is substantial flexibility as regards
mating structures that yield within 5% of the maximum discounted cumulative
response.
The effects of other factors such as inbreeding depression and
female reproduction parameters on optimal mating structures are being
studied.
Research on the optimization of nucleus breeding schemes is important
for two main reasons.
First,
this research can provide practical
recommendations on mating structures to maximize response for a given set
of system parameters.
This information is needed for a well planned
implementation of a nucleus breeding scheme.
Second, comparisons among
alternative breeding schemes (nucleus vs. dispersed progeny testing) should
focus on contrasting possible selection responses from optimized schemes
rather than arbitrarily constructed schemes.
Ideally, comparisons should
be made among alternative breeding schemes requiring similar resource
commitments.
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